Lumishore Ltd., the world’s leading Underwater LED lights manufacturer, has partnered with marine security, tracking and monitoring systems supplier GOST® (Global Ocean Security Technologies) to add additional value to GOST’s award-winning systems.

Lumishore has been providing the marine industry with underwater LED lighting solutions for many years and is recognized for offering boat owners high quality, affordable underwater LED lights.

Combining Lumishore Underwater Single Color LED lights with the GOST NT-Evolution 2.0 SM system takes alerting of an intruder or an undesired vessel situation to a new level.

The GOST NT-Evolution 2.0 utilizes the Inmarsat satellite network to provide global arm/disarm and relay control over satellite from anywhere in the world except the extreme poles, with the reassurance of a battery back-up. Vessels equipped with the Lumishore Underwater Single Color LED lights and the GOST NT-Evolution 2.0 SM will have two-way communication via satellite, allowing customers to arm the NT-Evolution 2.0 and for the system to activate underwater lights to flash when a security sensor is tripped. Underwater lights make the stolen vessel a visible target under cover of darkness to assist in stolen vessel recoveries.

When the GOST system detects an event on board, Lumishore Underwater LED light fixtures are automatically enabled to draw attention to the vessel and visually alert the crew, authorities or marina security personnel while the GOST system utilizes the Inmarsat satellite network to simultaneously contact up to 10 designated recipients via emails and text messages via the GOST Nav-Tracker website. In addition, the GOST NT-Evolution 2.0 can be programmed to turn Lumishore Single Color Lights on or off using GOST wireless remotes.

For more information about Lumishore Underwater Single Color LED lights, visit booth 1700 in the Electronics Room at the 2014 Miami International Boat Show or call 1+941.405.3302.

For more information about GOST marine security, monitoring and tracking systems, visit booth 1683 in the Electronics Room at the 2014 Miami International Boat Show, www.gostglobal.com or call 1+954.565.9898.